Investigating Potential Limitations of Current Diffusive Gradients in Thin Films (DGT) Samplers for Measuring Organic Chemicals.
The diffusive gradients in thin films (DGT) passive sampler has emerged as a powerful tool for measuring in situ concentrations of organic contaminants in waters with appropriate spatial and temporal resolution at low cost. This study addresses the property range of compounds which can be routinely sampled with the present design of DGT device. Sorption experiments and DGT deployment with 9 model chemicals [organophosphate esters with a wide range of log KOW (0.8-9.5), molecular weight (182-435 Da)] and different functional groups showed compounds with high hydrophobicity and aromatic rings are prone to retention on membrane filters, which slows the supply of chemical to the binding resin of the sampler. The current DGT sampler (PTFE membrane filter, agarose gel diffusion layer, and HLB binding layer) is potentially reliable for measuring hydrophilic [log KOW (0.8-2.6)] and nonaromatic-ring chemicals. For compounds of higher values of KOW or with aromatic rings, knowledge of the lag phase is necessary to optimize sampling times to avoid biasing subsequent laboratory analyses. A standard procedure is used to measure lag times (from minutes to days) by exposing a series of DGT samplers in waters until linear mass accumulation in samplers is achieved. We discuss how monitoring of a wide array of organic contaminants across classes should be possible in the future with a range of validated new DGT devices, optimized for the choice of membrane filter, diffusive material, and binding resin.